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Consumer Reports Tightwad Tod blog espouses the value of holding on to a clunker car rather than trading up a well-maintained, reliable clunker, that is. The authors of the magazine suggest that despite what your friends, parents or mechanics say, the best rule for the service you need is the
recommended maintenance schedule in the user manual. What are the non-important items without which you can usually be bound without you? These include radiator flushing and new fuel filters... To avoid unnecessary work, make a copy of the recommended service page, show it to the service
manager, and say, this is what I want. Simple, but something that most car owners rarely considered. Hit the link to other tips on knowing when a clunker is past its premiere. Photo: Stick to this clunker! [Tightwad Tod] The iFixit repair manual site unveiled a database of more than 13,000 medical device
repair instructions on Tuesday, citing a lack of information for hospital technicians who want to repair often critical devices. This is a problem that has only been exacerbated by the coronaviral pandemic, which has made it difficult for manufacturers' technicians to visit hospitals for maintenance and has
made hospital specialists work hard to ensure limited supplies of equipment, such as fans, are running. The wiki-style database includes official repair guides for everything from ventilators to hospital beds, crowdsourced by iFixit amid the virus fight. &gt;The project formalizes many years of practice in
hospitals: biomedical technicians who use repair guides to maintain hospital equipment often informally trade textbooks with each other, says iFixit CEO Kyle Wiens, or search online forums for links to essential guides. [Screenshot: courtesy of iFixit] They have a folder on their computer with all the service
manuals they're been able to collect over the years, and when they meet, they exchange files, he says. They have a folder on their computer with all the service instructions they have collected over the years. Kyle WiensThe company worked with a team of archivists and librarians — many of whom were
stuck at home and were looking for work to do during the corona virus pandemic — to organize corrective guides to logical groups, Wiens says. We take this from a static resource that has been trapped in file folders around hospitals across the country and put it in a central place as a wiki, he says.
Gaining access to repair instructions has long been a struggle for hospital technicians responsible for maintaining the equipment, Wiens says. Some manufacturers make textbooks available for free use: Wiens points to manufacturers Mindray, which circulates service manuals, and Fisher &amp; Paykel,
which has provided some to iFixit. Others issued information following a pandemic. But many make it for hospital technicians to find the information they need to do their job and keep the equipment working, he says. [Screenshot: courtesy of iFixit] Some device manufacturers are trying to require
maintenance to be performed by their own authorized technicians, which can lead to higher costs and delays for hospitals that want to keep equipment online, Wiens says. This will only become a bigger problem during the virus epidemic, as hospitals deal with shortages of critical tools such as fans. Even
with equipment not directly related to the fight against COVID-19, travel restrictions and hospital safety procedures create obstacles for external technicians trying to visit medical facilities for repairs. The problems of hospital technicians in obtaining information on the repair of medical devices reflect the
problems of many consumers who try to repair electronics and other equipment. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act, a 1998 anti-piracy law that restricts tools that can bypass access to copyrighted material, is also sometimes used by manufacturers as a legal barrier to restricting the use of spare parts or
basic repairs. [Screenshot: courtesy of iFixit] Wiens and iFixit, which publishes repair guides for a wide range of products, has long advocated for what is called the right to repair legislation. These bills have been proposed across the country to make it easier for consumers and businesses to repair
equipment, from computers to agricultural machinery. Often proponents claim that these devices can be effectively maintained by trained users or technicians. But restrictions on service information and parts may mean that equipment owners must ask manufacturers for fixes they themselves can make. It
is even more important to have a medical equipment user manual than other types of equipment, says Wiens. With medical equipment, you need to perform preventive maintenance regularly and you must have a documented procedure for carrying out this maintenance. Equipment manufacturers,
including medical equipment, have often countered that repairs unattended by device manufacturers can limit the life of the device and even be dangerous. Medical technology is regulated by the FDA, and the operation of these devices is very sensitive because it relates to patient safety and device
system safety, wrote Fielding Greaves, director of state government and regional affairs for the Advanced Medical Technology Association, in a letter to Hawaii State Representative Roy Takumi last year when the state considered a law on the right to repair. Medical technology manufacturers maintain
their own devices or provide repair information service technic services from which they conclude a contract for servicing the equipment. AdvaMed, as the association is known, did not respond to an inquiry from Fast Company.Wiens said that iFixit is hosting and helps organize organize repair instructions
for free, and no ads work next to them. The organization hopes that people in the biomed tech community will eventually be the ones who will manage the collection. Already, iFixit connects with people in the field about ways to moderate new textbooks and update existing ones. In his view, the ultimate
goal is to give facilities more power to maintain medical equipment. Hospitals should have many options, he says. (Pocket-lint) - iFixit's gone all goodwill-to-all-men with the news that it is licensing all iFixit repair instructions under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license. Regarded as the largest free
release of repair documentation ever, iFixit says: We are committed to making our repair instructions available to everyone in the world forever, for free. Created after thousands of hours of documenting how to repair Apple hardware, the manuals begin in 2004 with a repair guide for the PowerBook G3
series, and now number 91 Mac manuals, 34 for iPods and a few for iPhones. Lawrence Lessig, founder of Creative Commons, says: iFixit is one of the most important community-based technology resources on the web. It's great now to see them build their community by giving back to the community
what the community has helped build. iFixit says it made the move because it must – because the world can't continue wantonly producing and consuming devices without a plan for their long-term life cycle. Because individuals need the ability to take control of their devices and their environmental
footprint. And because it's the right thing to do. iFixit says it hopes to host a data archive in the Internet Archive as well as seed it through BitTorrent. For more information, see the company blog post for those who want to learn more. Writing by Amy-Mae Elliott. Pulling around binoculars can be a hassle if
you're traveling on foot. You can use a shoulder or neck strap, but over time it can cause damage to your back and body. Another option is to invest in a harness that carries the weight of binoculars without injuring the spine. It works by looping around the shoulders, so the weight is evenly distributed
throughout the body. If you need a more comfortable way to wear binoculars, consider these upper harnesses. The best GeneralProsAccessing binoculars is easy with magnetic clasp. The four-point harness is equipped with padded cushions and vents to keep you cooler on the go. The bag fits several
styles of binoculars. ConsIt is limited to what size binoculars can fit and cannot accommodate those above 10x42. It may also take some time to access binoculars. Best OverallBest ValueProsEcontrament provides a more relaxed way to wear binoculars. It is versatile and can accommodate cameras and
rangefinders, Also. It has a durable nylon strap system for easy Buckles that connect to binoculars can be uncomfortable and poke or jab at you. Binoculars can bounce back a little, and clips can be hassle-free to use. The Best ValueHonorable MentionPros Harness is lightweight, only 2.72 ounces. It
provides easy access to binoculars when you need them most. Includes elastic straps with a secure grip and quick release. The harness works easily and safely. ConsYou install rings on binoculars to connect them to the harness. Clips can be difficult to undo. It does not contain instructions.
HonoringHauling around a pair of binoculars can be a hassle if you're traveling on foot. You can use a shoulder or neck strap, but over time it can cause damage to your back and body. Another option is to invest in a harness that carries the weight of binoculars without injuring the spine. It works by
looping around the shoulders, so the weight is evenly distributed throughout the body. If you need a more comfortable way to wear binoculars, consider these upper harnesses. The Best Binocular Wires Reviews &amp; Recommendations 2020Best OverallBest ValueHonorable MentionWhy Trust UsAll
our reviews are based on market research, expert input or practical experience with most of the products we contain. In this way, we offer real, accurate guides to help you find the best types. Learn moreZamchuch hands. It can be tiring pulling around binoculars all day on a hike. They are bulky and do
not fit into a compact space, such as a pocket, very easily. The best binocular wires will leave your hands free to carry other things. Improved reflexes. Binoculars keep binoculars at your fingertips. This allows you to catch them quickly if you see something in the distance. If they are in a backpack, they
are more difficult to access. Stability. The best harness can reduce the amount of woes or vibrations you get when holding binoculars. Since they hold binoculars firmly to the body, they are more stable in your hands. Strap the binocular cords wrap around the shoulders similar to a backpack. They can be
adjusted as tightly or loosely as you like and are low profile. Each of them is also equipped with its own attachment, usually in the form of a clip or clasp. It then connects directly to the shoulder strap of the binoculars. BagsA bag binocular harness is exactly what it sounds like. It's a small, sometimes
waterproof bag that hangs from your shoulders. Think of it as a back backpack for heavy binoculars and equipment. It is more versatile than a belt harness because it can carry more durable binoculars and additional equipment. Many of them contain zippers or magnetic closures that prevent water from
entering. However, it may take longer to access the binoculars because you need to unpack the bag. Top BrandsBadlandsBadlands and sells high quality hunting equipment. It started in Utah and creates custom backpacks, accessories and clothing designed for avid hunters. It is currently expanding and
continues to design deluxe equipment for all types of weather conditions. One of its best-selling hunting binocular wires is the Badlands Bino XR Binoculars and Rangefinder Case from Harness.VortexZ based in Barneveld, Wisconsin, Vortex manufacturers top-of-the-line optical tools. Since its inception in
2002, Vortex has created everything from riflescopes, red dots to sites, binoculars and harnesses. You can check out Vortex Optics Binoculars Strap.NikonNikon harness may be known for developing high quality camera tools but also accessories designs related to optical. Over the past 90 years, the
company has produced glass lenses for binoculars, ranges and rangefinders. It also makes a harness to carry and store all this gear. One of the most popular binocular harnesses is the Nikon 6121 PROSTAFF Bino Harness.Binoculars Harness Price $20-$50: This is around the price you'll pay for the
basic harness. It will be comfortable, adjustable and able to hold the weight of almost any type of binoculars.$50 and up: Here you will find harnesses that come with their own backpack. This gives you the opportunity to have more equipment and heavier binoculars. The straps will be more durable and
comfortable. Key featuresAdjustityOne of the key elements of the binocular beam is its ability to regulate. It should not be too tight or too loose on the shoulders. Like a backpack, you want him to sit on his shoulders and around his torso just in time. Each of them is equipped with adjustable straps that
wrap around the upper body.ComfortUczek adjustable straps, you can tighten the harness firmly to the body. This makes binoculars approach the chest so you can reach them quickly. Straps should not pinch the skin or be too tight. When you have a harness where you want, you should be able to slip it
in and off your body without any problem. Type Type depends on your personal preferences. If you just need a way to wear binoculars more easily, 7-spit binoculars should be perfect. However, if you carry a lot of additional equipment, such as lens caps, cleaning cloth or tripod, you should consider a
backpack harness. These include a binocular pocket and additional storage space for other accessories. Other considerations: Most binocal bundles contain a clip or quick release attachment. They will be attached to the neck or shoulder strap for binoculars. You can also find some cable that you wrap
through the eyelet of binoculars. Best Binocular Cords Reviews &amp; Recommendations 2020Best OverallBadlands Bino XR Binoculars and Rangefinder Case with HarnessEsIf you're looking for harnesses that can The weight of binoculars and additional equipment or accessories, this one is for you.
One of the advantages of this binocular harness is that it doubles as a housing or binopack. In addition to the supplied binocular storage, it also comes with side pockets for lens caps, a cloth or a birdwatching book. It is able to fit several styles of binoculars, and access to them is easy to do with the
inclusion of a magnetic clasp. In addition, it is convenient. The four-point harness has padded cushions to reduce strain and stress on the shoulders and back. In addition, it contains ventilation holes that provide a cooler temperature on the go. Although it can wear any style of binoculars, it is limited to
what size binoculars it is able to accommodate. It will not accommodate binoculars above 10x42 diameter. In addition, since it is a backpack-style harness system, it may take longer to pull binoculars out of the bag. You need to first bypass the zipper, and then pull them out for free. Best ValueVortex
Optics Binocular Belt HarnessJJJJJjnij its style and comfort you are looking for, Vortex Optics designs an excellent bundle of binoculars. This safe and lightweight binoculars firmly holds binoculars to your body without being uncomfortable. It is easy to slip in and adjust to the upper body. Binoculars are
easily reachable and can be grabbed in seconds. You don't have to worry about a belt or binoculars in your path. One of its best features is that it provides a more relaxed way to wear binoculars. It has durable nylon straps that do not rub or chafe skin. It is also quite versatile and can accommodate
cameras and rangefinders as well. A few minor problems can make this harness a little sore in some situations. Buckles that connect to binoculars can be uncomfortable and get in or jab at you. If you are wandering on difficult terrain, you may notice that binoculars can bounce back a bit. Another issue is
that clips can be hassle-free to use. Honorable MentionNikon 6121 PROSTAFF Bino HarnessAs a leading manufacturer of camera equipment and carrying accessories, Nikon understands how to make a high quality harness. Its binoculars provide more efficient and comfortable wearing binoculars when
hiking, walking or hunting. It's easy to slip over your shoulders and adjust without any problem. A huge advantage is the harness is lightweight and weighs only 2.72 ounces. In addition, because binoculars are firmly hold to the chest, it provides quick access to them when you need them most. It also
includes elastic straps with a secure grip and quick release, so you won't mess around with their detaching. The harness has one small drawback that you should be aware of. You will need to install rings on binoculars to connect them to the harness. And when connected, clips can be difficult to Thus,
swapping swapping for another pair of binoculars may take some time. It also has no instructions. The harness should fit like a T-shirt or vest. You can wear a harness by moving the straps over each shoulder and making sure it sits flat on your back. The backpack harness is nice, but it increases the time
it takes to access them. Consider one that allows you to quickly grab binoculars. Binoculars should not move or sway when attached to a harness. They should stick to the chest without discomfort. A: Their main purpose is to allow the user to wear binoculars without harming their lower or upper back. The
shoulder or neck strap can strain the body and strain the shoulders and neck. The harness evenly distributes the weight in the upper body, so you are not left with muscle pain or back pain. Q: How do I connect binoculars to a harness? A: It depends on the style of the harness. Many of them are equipped
with a specific clip or quick release device. All should be installed on the neck or shoulder fastening the strap without too much hassle. You may need to insert rings or twine through the eyelet on the binoculars. Q: Who are binocular bundles intended for? A: They are built for anyone who wants to carry
binoculars with them. Hunters can use them as a way to quickly reach the binoculars. Tourists can use harnesses as a way to wear binoculars without worrying about rocking them. They can even be used at sporting events or by photographers. Final ThoughtsD one of the best binocular wires to reduce
back or shoulder pain, consider Badlands Bino XR Binoculars and Rangefinder Case with Harness.You can also save some cash and check out the Vortex Optics Binoculars Harness Strap for its relaxed fit and versatility. MORE TO READ
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